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TASTE OF PINK FLOYD
COMES TO BG

MON

Popular Pink Floyd tribute
band Dark Side of the Moon
will be taking over the stage
at the Cla-Zel this weekend
performing tracks from
both "_Dark Side Of The
Moon" and "Another Brick
In The Wall." SeeThe Pulse
on page 8 for a closer look.
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CELEBRATE: Project Mosaic: BGSU Diversity Day Thursday in the Union gave students and faculty a chance to celebrate uniqueness and leam about the University's diversity initiatives, offices, organizations, programs and events

Corner Grill must fix grill vent fire
hazards or face charges, closure

New Green Fund fee allows
more student collaboration
Student ideas, donations fuel campus "green" projects

Chri»<in«Talb«rt
Reporter

Bowling Green Prosecutor Matt
Reger indicated he recently filed
charges to get the Corner Grill to
rectify fire safety issues regarding its
grill vent.
According to Matt Reger, Corner
Grill owner Larry Cain has known
about the couple hundred fire safety
violations and threat of closure for
three years.
"Charges were filed and are
currently pending," Reger said.
"We are currently working with
their attorney to work on the
issue and hopefully he ICain)
can get everything fixed."
The eatery shut down April 28
due to fines, amounting to $3,600,
the business would receive for having an exhaust hood that broke fire
code violations. Matt Reger agreed
to not fine Cain after seeing plans of
renovation submitted by the Wood

WBONDEAN

cheeseburger and fries

County Building Department in
December of 2009, allowing the
business to re-open.
"The pre-trial of this case will be in
November. He has a six month period to comply with these charges,"

Reger said. "Meaning if the safety
issues regarding the grill vent are
not taken care of by February, then
either he will have to shut down, or
See GRILL | Page 2

First bank to open on campus offers more
available ATMs in residence halls, services to students
By Ugomma IrMJirika

Businesses hit low points in summer, especially with
events not associated with the University

Reporter

Each year, the city experiences
a financial surge during the fall,
when events such as the National
Tractor Pull and Black Swamp Arts
Festival take place.
"It's kind of hard to say that downtown makes all of its money at one
time during the year because we
have a real diverse array of business events," said Barbara Ruland,

•••■ H v.,

GRILL AWAY: The Corner Grill's corner where students and residents alike come to enjoy a

City businesses ride financial
rollercoaster throughout the year

Chri.tii.«Tilb.rt

she said she was surprised by the
amount of students who share her
interest in sustainability.
Students can prove they don't have
"This is a need, and this is
to study environmental policy to what we all want based on how
be green.
many people are contributing,"
Paying an optional $5 fee at the Kern said.
beginning of the semester, or proThe funds raised by this program
posing an environmental project can help to pay for "green" projects
to the Green Fund Committee, is that are proposed, approved and
one way to do this.
completed by students. The Green
Green Fund Committee mem- Fund Committee began funding
ber and senior Environmental student-initiated projects on camPolicy major Lisa Kern said she pus that are related to sustainabilis on campus often and is always ity last spring semester.
looking to see if people recycle and
Kern, who also works as an
what kinds of water bottles they account clerk for the Office of
are carrying.
Alumni and Development for the
"When
you're
studying Foundation, enjoyed her time on
Environmental Policy, you notice the committee last year and said
a lot of things," Kern said.
she hopes the impact of the projWhen she noticed that more stu- ects will increase this semester.
dents than expected were paying
See GREEN | Page 2
the optional $5 Green Fund fee,
ByAilaRapil
Reporter

Executive Director of Downtown
BG. "Each business holds its own
events, and they all experience
sweet spots throughout the year in
different cycles."
Bowling Green Convention and
Visitors Bureau Executive Director
Wendy Stram said that during the
year, the town does relatively well
when it comes to its revenue.
"Nine months out of the year

CAMPUS
Fiesta kicks off homecoming

See MONEY | Page 2

"PNC was selected in part because of the

Reporter

The latest opening of a bank on
campus is a first for the University.
PNC Bank is the first financial
institution to open a branch on
campus, and it opened in early
August. The center includes an
on-site customer service representative and two advanced function ATMs capable of accepting
deposits and cashing checks.
The process for a bank to open
a branch on the University's campus started last fall, when the
University developed a Request
for Proposal, or RFP, and finan-

FORUM

innovative services available to students
through their 'virtual wallet'... [and] to offer
education programs for students."
Gale Swanka I Senior associate director

cial institutions were invited to
respond to the RFP by submitting
proposals for opening a branch
on campus.
After all the proposals were
submitted, presentations were
made and the committee then
made a recommendation about

SPORTS

Geo Journey visits Vegas

Bojioc returns to offensive Bne

University students came out to enjoy

Columnist Michele Wysocki continues her trek

After sitting out the last two games due to

the festivities of the Falcon Fiesta to

across the nation, makes a stop in the sweltering

an ankle injury, center Ben Bojicic returns

jumpstart the weekend activities for

heat of the Nevada desert and enjoys a day in the

to the Falcons' offensive line in their game

homecoming | Pag* 3

city of Las Vegas |P*g«4

against Buffalo Saturday | Page 6

which bank would best meet the
University's needs.
" PNC was selected in pa rt because
of the innovative services available
to students through their 'virtual wallet.' PNC also proposed
See PNC BANK I
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Will you come back for homecoming after you
graduate?
UNOSEY DICKEY
Freshman. Dietetics
"Yes, because I want to see old
friends."| Pig* 4
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plead lo the charges filed
against him.''
The vent is considered a
hazard because it is under a
stairwell attached to a building to the immediate north
of the Corner Grill. There is a
space of several feet between
the two buildings where the
stairwell is built; a big safety
concern said Reger.
"It is his decision on whether or not he will decide to
close down, or plead to the
charges if the issue is not
remedied by February," he
said. "Of course, the fines
that will come with pleading
guilty will most likely result
in closure anyway."
The 39-year-old eatery at

North Main and Fast Court 'Don't change anything!'"
streets has been in discusCorner Grill regular Ally
sions with the city about the Barnett said she frequents
problem for approximately the eatery when she goes out
to the bars on the weekends.
two years.
"The place is open 24 hours
"The intent was never so
that the Corner Grill will have a day, so 1 like to stop in when
to close." Reger said. "We are I'm on my way home from a
trying to correct a problem night out," Barnett said. "It's
and are working with them so much more comforting
to get a plain old fashioned
to solve it."
Cain could not comment grilled cheese and trench
at this time, but according fries than it is going someto an article on bgscene. where crowded and loud like
com he said, "This building Tatfl Bell."
Barnett said she hopes
is grandfathered, meaning
I don't have to change the for the Grill's success in
equipment I have. But if I the next few months so she
were building a new estab- can continue going to the
lishment, I would have to establishment.
"I'm sure they will work
change everything because
it's not up to code. I don't everything out and get what
want to do too much because needs to be up to code, fixed,"
everybody's complaining she said. "1 would miss the
about it already. They say, place if it were gone!"

a student turnout because
they take place during the
summer, or if it is because
the University isn't the one
putting on the event," she
said. "Although all these
events still do really well
for themselves."
Tomm Smeltzer, IT and
Communications Manager at
the Chamber of Commerce,
said the community reinvests in itself during the
big shopping surge during
the holidays.
"The holiday season
always brings out a lot of
consumers to the downtown area, but I would have
to say the events leading up
to those months are what
make the city most profit-

able," Smeltzer said. "There
is a big jump in business
once students come back to
school for the fall. People
are coming from miles
around and stay in hotels,
eat out and bring in that
outside income that the city
lacks in the summertime."
Two summers ago the
Great Ohio Bicycle Adventure
was in town, and about 1,000
people on bikes were in town
for the night, which caused
a big surge. Last summer
the Family Motor Coach
Association Convention,
hosted by the University, was
held here and brought in a lot
of money, said Smeltzer.
"The
Chamber
of
Commerce has the holiday

GRILL

BLOTTER

From Page 1

WED. SEPT. 29
759 A.M.
An unknown subject broke
out the back window of a
van within the 300 block of
Derby Ave.

THUR., SEPT. 30
A bouncer and three individuals allegedly fought
behind Kamikazes.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all (actual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

MONEY
From Page 1
there are students spending
money at the restaurants
in town and Wal-Mart and
Meijer," Stram said. "There
is also higher attendance at
events that take place in the
community while students
are here during the school
year such as Winter Fest,
Back Swamp Arts Festival
and the holiday parade."
Stram said that some of the
big events that the University
doesn't hold do not receive
as great of a student turnout,
such as the fair, the car show
and the tractor pull.
"I'm not really sure if these
events do not have as big of

WWWBGNEWS.COM

parade on a Saturday during the holiday season, one
Of the largest in Northwest
Ohio," he said. "We are
always publicized by Fox
3fi, and it gives our city a lot
of attention."
The town may do well
between the months of
August and December,
but toward the end of the
year and the summer, the
town is mostly stagnant,
said Smeltzer.
"Most noticeably the convenience stores and fast food
restaurants near campus
take the biggest hit during
the summer," he said. "The
most I've heard of before
was a 75% drop in business,
which is pretty substantial."

Secret sex video linked to NJ students suicide
By Beth DeFako and Erin
Vanderburg

were trying to determine if it
was dementi's.
The lawyer has not
responded to requests
PISCATAWAY, N.I. — The for comment on whether
death of a Rutgers University Clementi was open about his
freshman stirred outrage sexual orientation.
and remorse on campus
dementi's
roommate,
front classmates who wished Dhraun Ravi, and fellow
they could have stopped Rutgers freshman Molly Wei,
the teen from jumping off both 18. have been charged
a bridge last week after a with invading dementi's
recording of him having privacy. Middlesex County
a sexual encounter with a prosecutors say the pair
man was broadcast online.
used a webcam to surrepti"Had he been in bed with tiously transmit a live image
a woman, this would not of Clementi having sex on
have happened," said Lauren Sept. 19 and that Ravi tried to
Felton, 21, of Warren. "He webcast a second encounter
wouldn't have been outed on Sept. 21, the day before
via an online broadcast and dementi's suicide.
his privacy would have been
A lawyer for Ravi, of
respected and he might still Plainsboro, did not immedihave his life."
ately return a message seekGay rights groups say Tyler ing comment. It was unclear
dementi's suicide makes whether Wei. of Princeton,
him a national example of a had retained a lawyer.
problem they are increasingCollecting
or
viewly working to combat: young ing tual images without
people who kill themselves consent is a fourth-degree
after being tormented over crime. Transmitting them
their sexuality.
is ,i third-degree crime with
A lawyer for Qemeni i's fam- ,i maximum prison term of
ilyconfirmed Wednesday that five years.
he had jumped off the George
ABC News and The StarWashington Bridge last week. Ledger of Newark reported
Police recovered a man's body that Clementi left a note on
Wednesday afternoon in the his Facebook page Sept. 22,
I ludson River just north of that reatl: "lumping off the gw
the bridge, and authorities bridge sorry." On Wednesday,

his Facebook page was accessible only to friends.
Even if the young violinist
from Ridgewood was not well
known at his new school, his
death stirred outrage.
"The notion that video
of Tyler doing what he was
doing can be considered a
spectacle is just heinous,"
said Ionian Gochman, 19,
of lackson, who didn't know
Clementi. "It's intolerant, it's
upsetting, it makes it seem
that being gay is something
that is wrong and can be
considered laughable."
Other students who did
know Clement were upset
that they didn't do more to
help him. "I wish I could have
been more of an ally," said
Georges Richa, a freshman
from New Brunswick.
About 100 people gathered
Wednesday night for a vigil
on campus. They lay on the
ground and chanted slogans
like, "We're here, we're queer,
we're not going home."
Several gay rights groups
linked dementi's death to
the troubling phenomenon
of young people committing
suicide after being harassed
over their sexuality.
On Tuesday, a 13-year-old
California boy died nine
days after classmates found
him hanging from a tree.

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices
Efficiencies, One ana

STOP
by our office S,
pick u j the
New Listings!

Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestate.com
oral the rental office located at:

Authorities say other teens
had taunted the boy, Seth
Walsh of Tehachapi, for
being gay
Steven Goldstein, chairman of Garden, Staifijjfluality.
said in a statement that his
group considers dementi's
death a hate crime
"We are heartbroken over
the tragic loss of a young
man who, by all accounts,
was brilliant, talented and
kind," said Goldstein. "And
we are sickened that anyone in our society, such
as the students allegedly
responsible for making the
surreptitious video, might
consider destroying others'
lives as a sport."
Last week. Dan Savage, a
columnist at the Seattle weekly newspaper The Stranger,
launched the latest of several
efforts to try to stem the problem: the It Gets Better Project,
a YouTube channel where gay,
lesbian and bisexual adults
share the turmoil they experienced when they were younger — and that their lives an
better now.
In response to dementi's
death and other incidents,
the group Parents. Families
& Friends of Lesbians and
Gays said it would issue a
"call to action" on the subject

on Thursday.

active," he said.
lacoby added that the program is based on studentFrom Page 1
driven decisions.
"We left it as broad as pos"We have some really big
projects that we are looking sible. We didn't want to limit
students' imaginations,"
at now," she said.
As the Green Fund lacoby said. "They can do
Committee establishes itself, whatever they think is best
Kern said she hopes students for the university."
Green Fund Committee
will get more involved in the
efforts to make campus more member and senior Krista
FIvey said getting a projenvironmentally friendly.
'This is something that is a ect going is a good resume
gnnipeffort.ati)mmunityefforl builder for students and a
on campus," she said. "It 8 a gnat good way to create a "green"
opportunityforustogettogether image for the University.
"Knowing you have to
and talk about otir ideas."
Green Fund Committee write a proposal can be a
member and first-year grad- little intimidating, but it's
uate student Daniel Jacoby fairly informal as long as you
also encourages students to do your research," she said.
lilvey said she hopes the
get involved.
"It's a very easy process Green Fund Committee
that allows students to be will build its relationship
very active," he said. "It's the with more students and
student's responsibility lo organizations, to be able to
do the project. We supply provide more resources for
the projects.
the funds."
"I really hope students utiStudents can propose their
projects to the committee lize this great resource. Not
by filling out an application all campuses have this," she
available online at www.bgsu. said. "Students can really
take ownership of the Green
cdu/departments/envp.
After the committee Fund, because they are conreceives the proposal, lacoby trolling it."
Sustainability Coordinator
said they would consider
whether it is doable and Nick llennessy said the
what it might cost. If they (ireen Fund Committee has
approve it at that point, the a responsibility on behalf of
committee asks the student the student body to spend
or group to meet with them the money wisely. He serves
and present the project. on the committee as the
After the presentation, the administrative adviser along
committee will discuss and with faculty adviser Gary
decide whether the project Silverman.
is worth funding.
"The committee is act"We are looking for projects ing responsibly and approthat increase sustainahilily priately with respect to the
and projects that have a cost funds." he said. "I think
benefit for the university," they're doing a good job of
it. The committee holds that
lacoby said.
He said other examples money in trust," he said.
llennessy said he wants
are projects that increase
environmental
aware- to get across to the student
ness, increase recycling or body that this is a source of
decrease waste.
funding for "green" ideas
At their first meeting this and "green* projects.
"Start this dialogue with
fall, the committee approved
_». piujret lor the Student us. inmulhirnwuu've altiiJH
Recreation (.'enter that will wanted, we can make hapsupply cardio exercise equip- pen" I renncssysaid. '''*■
He said he would like to
ment that generates its own
power, lacoby said.
see a variety of projects,
"We a mid always use more
lacoby wasone of the three
students who worked to set applications," Henncssy
up the Green Fund begin- said. "We want students to
think big and think about
ning in the fall of 2009.
"We started the commit- the potential"
tee with the thought that
Students interested in
we wanted a volunteer speaking with the commitprogram that enabled stu- tee can contact llennessy at
dents who wanted to be nickjh'« bgsu.edu

GREEN

PNCBANK
From Page 1
working with Student
Money Management to offer
educational programs for
students.'' said Gale Swanka.
senior associate director
of the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union.
The bank also has ATMs
in Founders and McDonald
residence halls, and might
open another as soon as the
Stroh Center is completed.
"The branch in the
University is an extension
of the services that we
already provide the BGSII

FESTIVAL
SERIES
2010-2011
2010 Hansen
Musical Arts
Series

AN

EVENING WITH

BRANFORDMARSAUS
SAXOPHONE

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Woostcr Strict. Ho»lin|> (Jrttn, Oil
Located Across From Taco Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 J54-2260
Hours- Maadaj lo Fridut - X:.WI to 5:J0 • Saturday - K:30 to 5:00

For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

-i I" 0"■ ■ :: ■ i- ;■ i i

Campus and local communities.' said Wayne Nault,
the regional manager of
PNC Bank. "After all, as the
largest hank in Ohio, PNC
already serves as a trusted bank here and in many
communities that BGSU
students and employees
call home."
PNC has a significant
experience consideringtheir
relationship with nearly 150
schools, said Nault.
"The location in the
student Union allows us
to bring that experience
and service directly to
the campus community,"
Nault slid

THURSDAY | OCTOBER 07. 2010
8 P.M. | KOBACKER HALL
For ncket information call 419/372-8171 "or 800/589-2224
or email musicticketilfijbgsn etju
Bowling Green State University College of Musical Arts

CAMPUS
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Falcon Fiesta fires up campus for homecoming

Op. n Monday-Saturday • 419-35V669I • 1 RDfl-569-3988
Coriu'i "I l'"i S ll.i^kin--(l-.nn K-« I'l.i/.n
VS \\ V\.kU'\l'ls|OM k'l\slOll' i I Mil
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"It's kind of hard to say that downtown makes all of its money at one time during
the year because we have a real diverse array of business events.''
- Executive Director of Downtown BG Barbara Ruland on the city economy [see story, pg. 1].
Friday. October 1.2010 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

I you come back for homecoming after you graduate?

"Yeah 111 come

"Yes. gotla show

"Yes I would

"Absolutely I love

back to see what's

support and have

come back and

this town. I've

changad'

Myles Pizza"

visit the Delta Chi

gotten a lot out

Have your own take on

Fraternity.'

off

today's People On The

JEFF WILLIAMS.
Sophomore.
Special Education

LOGAN MONTS.
Senior.
Special Education

question7 Give us your

ALEXIS

BETHANY

GENNARI
Freshman.
Biology

DIAMOND.
Freshman.
Athletic Training

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Street? Of a suggestion tor a
feedback at bgviews.com.

Men competing with women opens up discussion j Nevada brings the heat
for GeoJourney students

"Men receive the same
amenities, will be placed in
later starting corrals, and
are not eligible for indi\ iilu
al awards." What makes this
story even more interesting
Jonathan Mederos is the is that lonathan is only one
fastest princess in the of many men who are part of
Magic Kingdom.
a growing trend of male a >m
Last week. Jonathan won petitors running in women's
bragging rights for winning races — and winning. As a
the Disney's Princess Half result, more is being done
Marathon as well as the ire than ever to try and due
of numerous onlookers and them in to the fact that they
fellow competitors. 1 don't are not wanted. Prizes in
begrudge him his victory, but these races often include
for those of us interested in a tiaras, chocolates and femimore just and equitable soci- nine cut T-shirts. Also, heckety, lonathan Mederos forces lers are almost obligatt iry
us to have some awkward
I base runners aren't jusl
conversations about gender a bunch of sissies though.
and good taste.
Maj. Christopher Sopko. a 31It's an unusual story, but year-old pilot in the Ohio Air
to be honest with you. I don't National Guard explained
think lonathan did anything his participation in these
explicitly wrong besides races very dearly when he
making a lot of people in told reporters, "II you want
Disney World feel uncom- to meet fit young women, it's
fortable — which is hilarious hard to beat." Other runners

guys that makes them hard
er to laugh them off as we
would Andy Kaufman, who
offered $1,000 and his hand
in maniai!!' in any woman
who could defeat him in the
wrestling ring. The fact of
the matter is thai these men
are deliberately choosing
females to be the majority of
their competition and they
play to win. Their victories
are a public declaration of
"I'm faster than you women!"
and lhat is what makes people uncomfortable.
This message can be
received in two ways. The
first is: "You're a jerk for
crashing their race and
stealing their thunder! Big
deal buddy, you just beat a
bunch of girls, lonathan is a
jerk." The second is: "Disney
should allow both genders
to compete on equal footing
a nd hecklers should develop
a mure fluid understanding
ni gender roles, lonathan is
While the Princess Half like Kick Gausche, the 29- on the front lines of gender
Marathon did not exclude year-old process-design con- equality."
men outright, it did make a sultant, says that "I've never
The
disagreement
point to let them know this passed so many women in between these two posirace is not for them. The web- my life!" and finds these tions isn't over the character
site promoting the marathon events to be great boosts to of Mederos, it is over the
describes the race day as. "A his ego. Mederos on the other appropriate place of men
day when the true princess hand, ran at the behest of his (and by extension women] in
inside shines through" and girlfriend, who supports him society and of what equality
explains that This is a wom- in his athletic pursuits.
between the sexes looks like.
en's focused event, however,
There is something pal- It's against my nature, but
men will nut be excluded.
pably different from these I'm going to take the middle

ground on this one.
Marathons should be open
to both genders, but sometimes women need to have
some things to themselves.
The same goes for men, and
while exceptions will always
occur, there is a net positive
result to maintaining these
separate spaces.
Gender inequit y is a touchy
subject, but 1 think any intellectually honest thinker
will admit there are certain
i nherent d i fferences between
men and women, and I'm not
just talking about penises
and vaginas. Now before you
say, "Hold it right there Mike!
My cousin Nancy can bench
press a bus!"
Or "My brother is the best
baby-sitter ever, and he cooks
,i delicious orange glazed
duck." I'm not trying to
malign the muscular prowess of your cousin Nancy,
and I cook a pretty delectable
duck myself. What I am saying, is lhat equality isn't just
a one size fits all prescription
and that differences between
the sexes don't go away just
because you ignore them.
When )on won the Princess
Half Marathon, plenty of
people were offended, but
it is unlikely that an equal
number were also surprised.
See RACE | Page 10

TRIVIA
Folklore has it that BGSU has
a ghost on campus. "Amanda
the ghost" haunts what
sorority house?
A. Phi Mu
B. Gamma Phi Beta
C. Chi Omega
D. Delta Gamma

GEORGE LUCAS TD
RE-RERELEASE STAR WARS

fir^T

rfSPEAK YOUR MIND

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

In other news, 33 ■
dairy cow still
producing milk.

SMtHlMMNN

Check us out online at:

www.bgviews com

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page.
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The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.
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"I had never been
to Las Vegas before

I think I know why they call it
Death Valley.
Thursday was yet another
mail drop day. Smiles and happiness filled the air as students
and staff opened packages and
letters from their loved ones.
It is a rare occasion if I don't
get sent some kind of baked
goods from home; I am the
dessert queen of (ieojourney.
Friday brought yet another early departure. We left
Yosemite, making a drastic change to the desert of
Nevada. Nevada was dry
and hot to say the least. We
finally reached Death Valley
National Park mid-afternoon,
and as soon as we stepped
off the vans 1 think I knew
why they called it Death
Valley. The temperature was
102 degrees and still climbing, and there was absolutely
no breeze. Our lecture was
as short as possible, and then
we loaded back up in the
air conditioning. Antarctica
wouldn't have even been
cold enough to cool these
vans down.
The windows were hot to
the touch and sweat was just
dripping off us. We eventually made it through our first
day in the desert and headed
for camp. One of the positive
aspects about the desert was
there was a good chance it
wasn't going to rain; no one
set up tents that night.
We all set up our sleeping bags in a cluster on the
ground and lay quietly looking up at the stars. The moon
was full and bright; suddenly
the desert that was so hot
and miserable during the day
transformed into a calm and
beautiful night.
The next day we spent a
decent amount of time at the
Spring's Preserve in Nevada,
an interactive conservation
museum. We learned all about
the history of Nevada, particularly Las Vegas, and the issues
they face with water. At one
time Las Vegas was the fastest growing city in the United
States. This had an effect on
the amount of water needed,
considering Las Vegas was
constructed in the middle of
the desert. We then headed
to the Valley of Fire State Park
where we would be camping
for the next few days.
Saturday was another day
off in none other than the
fabulous Las Vegas, Nevada. I
had never been to Las Vegas

so I didn't know
what to expect."
Midiele Wysocki | Columnist

before so I didn't know what
to expect. We were dropped
off at the south end of the Strip
at 10 a.m. and weren't picked
up until 9 p.m. Casinos lined
the Strip one after another
along with other restaurants
and shops.
One of the most memorable
stores for me was M&M World:
four stories of candy-filled fun.
The expression, "I feel like a
little kid in a candy store" was
an understatement. This place
was huge and had every kind
and color of M&M possible.
After I got my chocolate fix
I spent the day checking out
the sites. 1 enjoyed a nice steak
dinner and even got to watch
some Sunday night football.
There is just nothing like the
sound of football announcers
on a Sunday evening; it felt
like home
Vegas during the day and
Vegas during the night were
two completely different places. Let's just say I was glad to
be leaving when we did.
Monday meant back to
work. Days after days off
always drag a little. 1 think the
lack of sleep gets to us and
makes for a long day. We spent
the day learning about the
nitty gritty of Las Vegas: trash.
Where it goes, how much, why
it is a problem—everything.
Although a trip to a landfill
doesn't sound appealing, they
provided donuts for us, so it
really wasn't all that bad.
We then proceeded to the
water treatment plant to learn
about the water las Vegas is
receiving. This was only preparation for what Tuesday was
to bring.
On Tuesday we toured the
Hoover Dam, which stretches over both Nevada and
Arizona. We learned all about
the water wars of the desert
states and how they continue
to deplete the Colorado River.
There is much debate about
the 1 Ioover Dam and whether
it is helping or hurting.
We headed back to camp
with conflicting feelings and
finished off our day with a
delicious dinner. Food always
makes everyone feel better.
Respond to Michele al
lhenews@bgnews.com
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Martin introduced as
Falcons'new swim coach
By Mat! Nya
Reporter

The search for a new head women's
swimming coach is over.
The athletic department found
the right fit for the future of the
swimming program with the hiring of Petra Martin earlier this
week. Martin has extensive experience as a swimmer and coach,
including competing for the Czech
National Swim Team for eight
years and four years as a collegiate
assistant coach.
The University's Director of
Athletics, Greg Christopher, said
Petra really stood out during the
search for a new head coach.
"We are excited to have Petra
on board and welcome her to the
Bowling Green family," Christopher
said. "She was the one candidate
that really stood out about passion,

Battle up front

"I can't even describe
the amount of
excitement I have for
this program."
Petra Martin | Swim coach

the hunger and the desire to build a
championship-caliber program."
Petra was formerly an assistant
coach at George Mason University
and had much success there.
She has a coaching philosophy
that includes looking at everything
with optimism and taking a glass
half -full approach.
"Ican'tevendescribetheamountof
excitement 1 have for this program,"
See MARTIN | Page 6

No. 1 rugby looks to improve
to 5-0, hosts Purdue Saturday
By C J Watson
Reporter

Coming into the season the BG
Rugby team faced many questions
— most of them stemming from the
loss of key players to graduation.
Luckily for the Falcons, last year's
recruiting process paid off.
Two new additions to the Falcon
roster have stepped up in a big way
and have propelled them to the
No.l spot in Division I rugby.
Freshman wing Max Narewski
and hooker Mike Brown have
helped BG retain its image as a
Midwest powerhouse.
Before the season began, coach
Tony Mazzarella knew he had a
special player in Narewski.
"We had a little inclination that

Max was going to be a pretty great
player," Mazzarella said. "Obviously
he's even exceeded that."
Narewski felt confident that
he had a chance to compete for a
starting spot when he first came
in to BG.
"When coming to BG I knew that
the coach Mazzarella was fair and
expected everyone to compete for
an A-side spot," Narewski said. "I
really stuck to the training schedule that they sent me this summer ... plus having All-Americans
like Nick Viviani, Dom and Rocco
Mauer (helped! — they really
worked at bringing me up to the
college game."
See RUGBY | Page 6

ANDREAIi"
HIKE: BG's offensive line sizes up Michigan's defensive line at the Big House last week

Bojicic returns from injury looking to boast struggling offensive line
By Sean Shapiro
Web Editor

all start out undefeated," BG coach
Dave Clawson said.
The even better news for the
It's been a rough start to the season Falcons: They're getting back captain and Rimmington Trophy watch
for BG's offensive line.
Through four games, the Falcons list center Ben Bojicic.
"I think it Istinksl being on the
have surrendered 14 sacks and are
sideline watching my brothers' play
averaging just 2.3 yards per carry.
While that's bad news, the good without me, and I'm really excited It)
news is the fact that the Falcons get back out there," Bojicic said.
open conference play this weekIn his absence left guard
end, and their non-conference Nick Torresso filled in at center
performance has no bearing while Dominic Flewellyn filled
on where they finish in the Mid- in for Torresso.
American Conference. Kickoff is
Despite the fact that the line
set for 3:30 p.m.
has allowed opposing defenses
"Buffalo is where we are — they to get to the quarterback this
had a tough non-conference sched- season, Bojicic feels it hasn't
ule, but once MAC play starts we been a lack of effort.

"If anything it's more assignments — someone not being on
the right assignment at the right
time." Bojicic said.
Being in the right place against
Buffalo will be very important,
as (he Bulls, despite their 1-3
record, have played well defensively, forcing seven turnovers
and only allowing 25.8 points per
game despite playing to schools
from BCS conferences.
Buffalo also poses a challenge
since first year head coach, Jeff
Quinn. brings a different defensive system than the Bulls used
last season in the 30-29 loss to
See PREVIEW | Page 7

Falcon netters nearly mount
comeback, fall short to Miami
By Justin Onflow
Reporter

mil STABILE

lHl*W(V>

The Falcons, who are 4-61, take on Eastern Michigan
tonight and Central Michigan on
Sunday. Richards said his team
hasn't had the "best of luck"
against Eastern, losing the last
two match-ups, and Central is
the reigning MAC Champion.
Adding to the momentum of the
Falcons' three-game winning streak,

The Falcon volleyball team went
down two sets to none against
the RedHawks Thursday night
and looked to be on track for a
short match.
After dropping the first two sets
25-20 and 25-21. the Falcons came
out in the third set and buried the
RedHawks 25-11. BG looked like a
fiery new team in the third set. and
looked to have stolen all the momentum from Miami.
After an impressive third set, BG
was poised for a comeback. The
Falcons went down early, but went
on a 14-0 run to take a big lead. The
Falcons got complacent, though, and

See SOCCER | Page 6

See NETTERS | Page 7

BATTLE: Sarah VonderBnnk battles for possession against Kent State last week.

Women's soccer looks to continue success
By Backy Tanar
Senior Reporter

After posting double shutouts
and double conference honors
last weekend, the women's soccer team is looking to keep that
momentum going.
"The next |two] games will be
challenging," coach Andy Richards
said. "These are three very good
programs ... and I think this is a
really good test for us right now."

60 NEWS flit PHOIO
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SET: Emily Kauth (6) prepares lo jump and spike the ball in the MAC Tournament last season
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Women's cross country
to compete at All-Ohio
By Nick King

Reporter
It's been two weeks since
the BG women's cross country team has raced, but that
hasn't changed the fact it
is still working harder than
ever in preparation for the
Mid-American Conference
championships at the end
of the season.
"We were able to get in
some good quality training without having to
back off for a meet, which
allows us to keep working toward being our
strongest at the end of the
season," BG coach Cami
Paulson said.
The Falcons are looking
to continue their recent
success from their past
two meets: Winning the
Mel Brodt Invitational and
being very competitive in
the Spartan Invitational.

SOCCER
TYLER STABILE I IMI Rjlltv'.S

SIZING UP THE DEFENSE: Rvan Snashall squares up with a defender in a game earlier llns season.

Men's soccer hosts Western Michigan
By Bryan Filipponi
Reporter

The BG men's soccer team
will finish off its threegame homestand today
with a match against
Western Michigan 4 p.m., at
Cachranv Field.
The Falcone are coming off
a week in which they split a
pair of games.
They started off with a
convincing 3-0 vk tory over
Wright Slate University, earn
ing themselves the l-7."> nip
as their spoils until the two
teams next face each other
The second game the
Falcons fell to l.ipscomb
University 0-2.
The Falcons struggled
offensively, only really having
two true scoring opportunities through the entire match.
The defense and goalkeeper Miguel liosalcs played
inspired, well-disciplined
soccer in both games.
Rosales was able to record
his third clean sheet of the
season, which hasn't been
done since Paul Shoemaker
in 2007.

MARTIN
From Page 5

Martin said. T can sense support for the program within
the athletic department and

Max
Weston
Leads the Falcons
m scoring this
season

Miguel
Rosales
Goalkeeper has
recorded three
shutouts this season

Against WSU, Rosales
The Broncos' "Xavi" is
made a total of seven saves, Shane Lyons who has
a number til which, were scored five goals and thirteen points.
top drawer stops.
Rosales is on point to meet
The falcons will look to
or surpass the five dean sheet counter with junior Max
bar thai was set and hasn't Weston, who was recently
been reached since 2003 by named one of BG's Papa
David Del,raff.
loan's Athletes of the Week.
The Falcons head into Weston has a team-leading
today's match with an over- eight points and has been a
all record of 2-3-2 with the part of five of the Falcons' last
team 0-1-0 in Mid-American six goals.
Conference play.
He is also currently the
The match will be the leading active scoring
squad's second match in leader for BG with 12 goals
in 20 matches.
MAC play.
The Falcons have a comThere is some extra incenmanding overall lead in all- tive to arrive at the game eartime seiirs 26-11 -:», but WMU lier today, as reigning Miss
has won two of the last three Ohio and recent BG graduate
meetings.
Becky Minger will be singing
The Broncos' overall record the National Anthem.
currently stands at 5-2-1.
Minger is a native of
They have been able to Sylvania and will be
score three goals in four of involved in a number
their eight games and have of activities throughout
netted 20 goals on the seasi in. homecoming weekend.
from thi'University.''
The vision for the program is to bring more
intensity and for the ladies
to take ownership of the
team and do things correctly, according to Martin.

"My coaching style is
more quality over quantity,
and I like for my athletes
to understand why we do
things and give them more
control, make them feel like
they are involved," Martin

From Page 5

both Alyssa Zuccaro and
Alexa Arsenault were named
MAC players of the week.
Zuccaro said though she
is excited to be honored, the
best part is sharing the honor
with her teammates.
"It proved to the team that
we could do it and it helped us
see that winning |a MAC title]
is not unrealistic," she said.
Richards said it's important
to look at the team's successes
and to build off them.

RUGBY
From Page 5

The Falcons' new eight
man Mike Brown, however,
was a different story. His
rugby experience excited the
coaches during the recruiting process, but they didn't
know the extent of his talent.
"Mike was a little bit more
of a surprise," Mazzarella
said. "Not that we didn't
think he would be good, it's
just we didn't know how
good and smart of a player
he actually was."
Mazzarella said Brown
has a broad background of
rugby experience that began
in South Africa.
"He got a firsthand look at
what rugby can really be like,
and I think that's something
that really benefits Mike."

said. "Also to use their heads
with whatever we are doing.
During the season there will
be a lot of thinking and Ifor
the ladies to| use their mind
during workouts."
Lesley
Irvine,
the

"By continuing to build on the
positives and improve the things that
still need work, consistent positive
improvement is what we are looking
for week to week and meet to meet."
Cami Paulson I Coach

"By continuing to build on
the positives and improve
the things that still need
work, consistent positive
improvement is what we
are looking for week to week
and meet to meet," Paulson
said. "1 expect that we will
put forth the best effort we
have to give (today), rise to
the level of competition and
continue to work toward
our goals."
The team will once
again be tested today
when they run in the All-

Ohio Championship.
"We are more than ready
to have a good race," senior
Magan Kelsey said. "We will
get to run against other MAC
schools. Plus, Ohio State and
Dayton are always good
teams."
The course today will be
different than in past years,
as it is no longer includes as
many hills.
The
All-Ohio
Championship will begin
at 2:45 p.m., in Cedarville,
Ohio.

"We've played some tough most of it."
Arsenault said the team's
teams this season and ...
won a few. We need to look success so far makes them
at them and say How did work harder and gives
you get here?... let's look at them the courage to fight
what you did and see how we for wins.
can do it belter,"' he said.
"After last season, everyCo-captain
Katie one who was here is itchStephenson said the team ing for wins," she said.
is always looking for ways "It's redemptive ... and at
they can improve, espe- the end it will taste that
cially playing MAC games. much sweeter."
The Falcons play the
"When things aren't
working you need to make Eagles at 4 p.m. at Eastern
a change," she said. "We Michigan and will be home
all want to do well and Sunday to take on Central
take advantage of this Michigan at 1 p.m. at
opportunity and make the Cochranc Field.

"1 think my experience
playing rugby in South Africa
helped me out tremendously," Brown said. "When I got
there 1 really didn't know
too much about the game
until after my first practice.
Without playing in South
Africa, my game wouldn't be
near at the level it's at today."
This week, Midwest Eastern
Conference foe Purdue comes
to town and is aiming to
take down the back-to-back
Midwest champions.
Last season the Falcons
traveled to Indiana to face
the Boilermakers and
defeated them handily, 410. There's no doubt that the
Boilermakers are looking for
revenge against BG after getting shut out last year.
Purdue, like last week's
opponent Virginia lech, is

another squad that has been
going through a transition
over the last couple of years.
"They lost a really great
coach, and I think last year's
match really showed that,"
Mazzarella said. "I think you
can never really tell what's
going to happen. Indiana is
a very good state for high
school rugby so you never
know who they're going to
bring in and what kind of
talent they have that they
didn't have last year."
Purdue started out the
season at 1-1, defeating Ball
State 36-0 and losing 17-5 to
a tough Indiana squad.
The Falcons are looking
to keep their undefeated
record, and move to 5-0.
The match is set to begin
Saturday at I p.m. at the
College Park Rugby Field.

Associate
Athletic
Director/Senior Woman
Administrator, also has
optimism with the direction
the program is going in.
"(Martini has high aspirations for this swimming pro-

gram and a plan to achieve
many things in her time here,"
Irvine said. "Petra is highly
regarded as one of the top
rising stars in the swimming
world, and we know she will
have success here."
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
"Super Saturday" makes its
return this week as another
great slate of games are
at stake, including BG s
homecoming game against
Buffalo, a matchup that has
come down to the wire in
recent years

Bj M\ \M
RYANSATKOWIAK
Assistant Sports Editor

PAUL BARNEY
Sports Editor

BG
vs. Buffalo

ft-15
No. 22 Pern State
vs. No. 17 Iowa
Iowa-7
No.9Starrford
vs.No.40regon
Oregon-7
No. 7 Florida
vs. No. 1 Bama
Alabama -75
No.11Wisonsin
VS.N0.24MSU
Wisconsin -2
No. 21 Texas
vs.Nft80ltfahoffa
Oklahoma-5.5
Overall record

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

SEAN SHAPIRO
Web Editor

BECKYTENER
Managing Editor

BG had a great crowd on hand
against Marshall, I expect the
same thing this week.

I fcce Freckle and Victor E Buldrop Remember when BG was within a
very eager to get last week's debacle the gkws on the sideline wMeBG
touchdown of U of M? Get your
out of its mind
whsr overtime
act together Falcons! Roll Along!

BG 55. Buffalo 21

BG 38. Buffalo 24

BG 31. Buffalo 3

Herky the Hawkeye is a much
cooler name, plus the guy who
plays the Nittany Lion was arrested for drinking charges Aug 31.
Iowa 24. Perm State 14

Remember when Temple almost
beat Penn State' Yeah. MAC!

Stanford is realy. really good, but
Oregon scored 42 points last week.
and that was its lowest total of the
year.
Oregon 45. Stanford 28

The Oregon Dick has a much better record in mascot fghts than the
Starfcrd Tree you can check that out
onNfeuTubeaswelt
Oregon 193. Stanford 164

I love the Ducks'Thrs is a redemptive
game that Stanford won't win.

Greg McElroy still has yet
to lose a game as a starting
guarterback.

(Insert favorite Chris Rarey arrest
pkehere)

Remember when Bama beat Fkxida
and made Tim Tebow cry' n miss
that this nme

Alabama 23. Florida 21

Alabama 24. Florida 21

Oct 8,1930 Atlanta Constitution
sports wnter Everett Strupper
first used the term Elephants to
describe the Tide, mats pretty cool.
Alabama 1, Florida 0

Iowa let me down a couple weeks Robert Bolden is soil a true freshman
ago when they lost to Arizona, but and Iowa has a great D-Line
they're at home this week and so
Tm sticking with the Hawkeyes
Iowa 24. Perm State 17
Iowa 35. Perm State 17

Oregon 48, Stanford 17

Michigan State cost me another Sparry won't have an opporturity to run
game the other week when they another fake Md goal in overtrne
pulled off that fake field goal.

Oregon 34. Stanford 20

YouTube "MSU Cheerleader
Remember when Wisconsin
Attacking Wisconsin Mascot."
beat Austin Peay 70-3' Play a
that s how this game will turn out. real team'

fees took a big fit n the pds trc
week OMarora wl krod them
cut of the top 2S

lexas has map issues with the run but
rhs game is always a dandy

Texas' mascot is a real live Longrxxa The Sooners will wrangle the
sorry Sooner Schooner, you can't
longhoms No Colt McCoy, no
top that
problem

Oklahoma 57. Texas 54

Oklahoma 34. Texas 27

Texas 17. Oklahoma 14

Oklahoma 21. Texas 14

21-3

18-6

11-13

15-9

I3PEA SPORTS

1ST VIRTUALSHOWDOWN

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports'
NCAA '11 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.

O
3

4

0 6 9 3 18
37 3 7 3 20
This week's top performers:
BG: QB Matt Schilz - 25-54,277 yards, 2 TD, 11NT
BG: RB John Pettigrew -18 rushes tor 70 yards, 6 catches for 68 yards and 1 TD

1-3
NETTERS
From Page 5

allowed Miami to get back
into the match.
The RedHawks took
advantage of BG's youthful
inconsistency, and went on
to win the set 25-23 for a fourset victory.
Coach Denise Van De Walle
was frustrated with her team's
inconsistent performance
and apparent complacency
late in the fourth set.
"That's going to come with
a young team," she said. "I'm
frustrated because those are
signs of a young team that
lacks experience, but I also
know that our young players
are very talented."
Two of Van De Walle's
young players, freshmen
Danielle Tonyan and Paige
Penrod, combined for 39 kills.
Penrod recorded a careerhigh 22 kills, and Tonyan also
added her career-best performance with 17 kills.
BG had the edge over
Miami in nearly every statis-

4

6

9

VIRTUAL RECORD

1-4

tical category, including kills
(58-49) and attack percentage.
The Falcons hit an astounding .281 in the loss.
"1 think it's more and more
playing," Van De Walle said.
"That's the only thing that
breeds confidence is playing
and finding success."

ness from some players on
the team."

Set 2:

BG once again got off to
a slow start in set number
two. The Falcons managed to
score points and keep the set
close in the early going, but
could not manage to sustain
Setl:
any momentum.
The Falcons got off to a
Down 13-9, Tonyan and
slow start after falling Penrod recorded backbehind 8-3 early in the first to-back kills to narrow
set. The RedHawks led by the margin to two. The
as many as seven until late RedHawks continued to
in the set when BG went on tack on points and keep the
a prolonged run. closing the Falcons at bay, however.
gap at 18-17.
With a 16-13 lead. Miami
Miami went on a run of its pulled away, going on a 6-2
own, though, pulling away run. With a 22-15 RedHawks
to a four-point lead at 22-18 lead, BG called a timeout
after a BG timeout. Two late Tonyan recordeda bigkill, and
communication errors were senior Noelle Spitler added
too much for BG to overcome, another to pull the Falcons
and Miami closed out the within five again at 23-18. BG
once again made a late push,
Falcons 25-20.
"That's youth and inexperi- but eventually fell 25-21.
ence on the floor," Van De Set 5:
Walle said. "Sometimes those
The Falcons came out of
things happen. We've got to
have a little more aggressive- the locker room for the third

7
3
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6

8
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9

7
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1

2

4
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no

Alabama 26. Florida 17

MSU 28, Wisconsin 24

REAL RECORD

1

5 9

Iowa 14, Penn State 12

Wisconsin 31. MSU 17

2

8

3

Yeah!

Wisconsin 42. MSU 24

It

9

1

BGK 1-0 at home and I'm sure is

BG 31. Buffalo 28

Oregon's offense is just too much
for Stanford to come away with a
win this week.

6 2
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MSU 15, Wisconsin 5
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set with more intensity than in
either of the first two. Tonyan
recorded another early kill,
and BG took a 5-0 lead before
a Miami timeout. The Falcons
led by as much as seven in the
early going.
After conceding three
straight points to Miami, BG
called a timeout and came out
firing. The Falcons went on a 72 run. which prompted Miami
to call a timeout of its own at
19-10.
BG never let up in the third,
and continued to stack up
points in order. The Falcons
scored the last four points of
the set en route to its biggest
margin of victory in any set
this season with a final score
of 25-11.
Set 4:

BG's fourth set began much
like its first two. The Falcons
fell behind 7-2 early in the set.
but two big Penrod kills and
consecutive Miami errors
pulled BCi back within one
point. The momentum was
in the Falcons' favor and they
took advantage, tying the set
at 7-7 and tacking on 9 more
consecutive points to cap off
a 14-0 run.
Miami got back in the set.
however, and mounted a
comeback of its own. Down
16-7, the RedHawks went on
a 15-5 run to take the lead
at 22-21. BG battled, but the
RedHawks' momentum was
too much and Miami went on
to win the fourth set 25-23 for
the match victory.
"This is a hard loss to take,"
Van De Walle said. "We could
easily be 3-0 [in the MAC|
right now. Tonight's match
was definitely winnable and
we threw it away."
The Falcons will have
another shot this Saturday at
home. BG is scheduled to play
Western Michigan Saturday
evening at 7. which is also
Alumnae Day in Anderson
Arena.
BG will also honor its AllAnderson Team Saturday,
which consists of the
top 14 Falcon volleyball
players to have played in
Anderson Arena.

FACTS
There are at least 2 hidden
"treasures" to be found on
campus, so grab a map and
go cosh in!

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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the Falcons.
Philosophically, they're
a lot different [than last

year), Clawson said. "Lasl
year they were based on a
four-down front, and this
year they're a 30. Last year
they probably played

straight man and man free
than any team we played.
This year there's more

zone pressures."
One player that applies
quite a bit of pressure for
the Bulls is safety Davonte
Shannon, who plays more
of a hybrid role like former
Toledo safety Harry (.Tin 11 h
"He is clearly the guy
they are trying to spill

the ball to. and he's the
free' hitter in a lot of their
coverage packages. You
have in account for htm,"

Clawson said,
While the offensive line
Will have to account for
Shannon, they'll have
help from running backs
Willie Geter and lordan
...i.l. who could be
I onsible for blocking
Shannon in the open field.
However, who will
be receiving protection
from BG's offensive line
against Buffalo is still up
in the air, as either Aaron
Pankratz will make his
second straight start or
starter Matt Schilz will
make his return from a
shoulder injury.

check us out online @

BGViews
IS
COLLEGIATE
mm CONNECTION
Welcome Back BGSU Alumni
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
In house embroidery and sewn on letters.
Over 600 fabrics to choose from. We also offer
custom designs and vinyl letter transfers.
BGSU, Sorority &
Fraternity Apparel
■ Sweatshirts *• T-Shirts ■ Totes ■ Jackets
* Shorts a American Apparel
■ Alternative Apparel

Wood Products
Book your paddle party
now for 20% off

Merchandise &
Other Store Items
■ Car Decals
■ Jewelry

i Blankets
■ Flip Flops

■ Sunglasses

■ Glassware

THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING

THE PULSE

The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
Facebook or follow the pages' Tweets.
fatoy, October 1,2010 8
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COMES HOME
Popular rapper Kid Cudi to celebrate homecoming with some falcons
By Matt Liasia | Pulj« Editor

For this year's Homecomingfestivities, the University
welcomes popular rapper Kid Cudi to share his talent at the annual celebration concert.
With popular tunes under his belt like "Day n Night"
and "Make Her Say" (featuring Kanye West and Common,
with snippets of Lady Gaga's "Poker Face"), the show is
sure to be one giant dance party.
Kid Cudi, born in the mid-'80s in Shaker Heights,
Ohio, had his big break with his first mixtape "A Kid

Named Cudi" and performed at the 2008 MTV Video
Music Awards alongside Travis Barker and the late
D) AM. Since then, Kid Cudi has been featured in
a number of tracks on Kanye West's album "808s &
Heartbreak," and will release his next album, "Man
on the Moon II: The Legend of Mr. Rager" Nov. 9,
which he has confirmed will feature Mary I. Blige and
Cee-Lo Green.
The big event will be in Anderson Arena at 8 p.m. this
Sunday night.

Falcons anticipate homecoming tailgating feasts

t

bring Falcon fans together.
For those looking for a little pregame action Saturday, be sure to
AMANDA M<GUIRE
drop by the Intramural Field for
RZKMEK
personal tailgating. On the sidefOODCOlUMNISI
walks between the Doyt Stadium
and the new Stroh Center, 28 tents
Fire up those grills! Tailgating sea- of organizations, colleges and
son is here!
local businesses will be presenting
Homecoming weekend reunites good cats. Expect to find the party
alumni, students, staff and fac- getting started about two hours
ulty, but it's tailgating dishes like before kickoff.
Cowboy Caviar, Tiger Chicken and
Doreen Bateson, Assistant
Touchdown Turnovers that really Director of Athletics Events, is

HURLET

ALBUM
REVIEWS

^**

■ Artist Nam« | W«zer

■ Grwie|C-

dT

enthusiastic about this year's homecoming tailgate turnout.
"Over 20,000 came to the first
football game of the season, and
we're anticipating even more for the
homecoming game against Buffalo,"
Bateson said.
Tailgaters should anticipate a lot
of excitement and energy. From
the mouthwatering smell of flaming grills to the rocking sounds of
live music, game-goers are guaranteed a fun time.
"Dinner and Game tickets are

VIDEOGAME
REVIEWS

available for $15, too. Shorty's BarB-Que will provide a dinner of ribs,
chips and a non-alcholic beverage.
And after dinner you can just stroll
over to the stadium for the game,"
Bateson stated.
Additionally, Bateson promised
fun for all ages, "BGSU has a great
tailgating atmosphere! It's the perfect time for family, friends, and
alumni to catch up with one anothSee TAILGATE | Page 9

SPIDERMAN: SHATTERED
I Grade I A-

WHAT ZACH GASE THINKS: Only 10 months
after releasing the tvghry disappointing "Radiiude."
Weezer returns with their eighth studio abum.
"Hurley"
"Hurley" rs Rivers Cuomo and the boys' first

fl

_<^M ^HL

independent offering, after leaving long-time label
Geften. and signing to Epitaph
Weezers Epitaph debut opens with lead single.
"Memories" The upbeat track has an extremely
catchy chorus, but ultimately is squandered with
thoughtless ryncs like 1 gotta get my groove on
because I'm (realm bored'

^mwL^^rY

Lyrical ineptitude is a pretty common trend
throughout the albums ten tracks The biggest

WWW MUSIC MIX [WCOM

See HURLEY I Page 9

WWWiXAMMER.COM
SEE THE REVIEW | Page 9

By Savannah Hay
Pulse Reporter

"Home, home again, I like to be here
when I can." These popular lyrics from Pink Floyd's "Time" mean
more to alumni Jeff Tucker this
homecoming weekend.
Tucker's Pink Floyd tribute band,
Dark Side of the Moon, is coming
to Bowling Green and will be playing this Saturday at the Cla-Zel on
North Main Street.
The Cla-Zel staff has had a lot
of requests for that genre and
they've heard this is a great band,
said Catherine Crites, Cla-Zel
team leader.
They've been playing for years
but in the last two they've been
on the rise, said Banan Alkilani,
Director of Marketing forCla-ZeL In
his past research, Alkilani watched
YouTube videos of the band and
listened to some of their tunes, he
said.
"I was very impressed with their
See CLA-ZEL | Page 9

THEY SAID IT

THIS WEEKEND IN BG
The University plans big events to celebrate Homecoming as well as the Centennial this year
The University will be celebrating not only
Homecoming this year, but also the Centennial.
The "Then. Now. Always." Centennial Parade will
start out the weekend Friday at 5 p.m, marching
down Wooster Street with alumni, University

Alumni to
light up at
the Cla-Zel

organizations and the marching band. A
Centennial Celebration Event will be held at
the Jerome Library Friday 7-11 p.m.. which will
feature live music and food for $35 a person.
On Saturday, after voting for Homecoming

royalty comes to a close at noon, celebrate
with a Fall Expo Job & Internship Fair at the
Perry Field House from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
a Falcon Fiesta between the Harshman and
Kreischer quadrangles from 6-8 p.m.

"If I paid any attention to
critics, I probably wouldn't
have a career."
-Chelsea Handler

N VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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New 'Spider-man' best joins comics and gaming TAILGATE
From Page 8
New game allows players fight crime with four different generation's Spider-mans
ByCollinSims
Pulse Reviewer

Ever since I was a little lad,
I have been a huge fan of
two things: Comics and
video games. Since then. I
have anticipated a game that
could combine the two only
to be met by disappointing
games that feature glitchy
graphics, frustrating cameras and confusing controls.
Thankfully,
developers such as Activision have
the cure for comic-gaming
desires in recent years with
games such as "Marvel:
Ultimate Alliance," "X-Men:
Legend," and "Spider-man."
This September, they continued this trend with "Spiderman: Shattered Dimensions,"
a game that bridges the gap
between the comic and gaming worlds as it features a
story written by "Amazing
Spider-man" comic writer
DanSlott.
The story begins as Spiderman battles his enemy
Mysterio and an ancient artifact known as the tablet of
order and chaos is shattered
and split into different realities. Spider-man'sally Madam
Web, a psych and mystic,
informs him that the tablet
has the ability to grant incred-

the world in which they
inhabit (2099 features futuristic floating platforms and
neon. Noir features gritty and
shadowed buildings to give
a pulp fiction feel, etc.) and
each Spider-man has his own
unique gameplay that lets the
player feel like they are playing four aspects of the same
game as opposed to four different games that don't flow
together. Amazing focuses
on web-based combat, Noir
focuses on stealth, Ultimate
uses the full power of the
symbiote to destroy anything
in your way and 2099 features
free-falling levels thatwill take
your breath away.
Another positive is t he same
actors who have voiced
him in the past voice
all four Spider-men,
most notably here
is Neil Patrick
Harris as the
voice of the
"Amazing"
Spider-man
(he voiced
him in the
2003
MTV
series), and all
four actors bring
the
humor,
strength, and
power of Spiderman to life.

ible power to those who wield
it and that the fragments of
the tablet are in danger of
falling into the hands of the
super villains of each world.
To this end, she has recruited
three other Spider-men from
three different dimensions to
help the Spider-man we all
are familiar with (Amazing,
as he's known in the game).
Noir (a 1930s Spider-man that
strikes from the shadows
in a way that would make
Batman proud). Ultimate (an
alternate parallel present in
which Spider-man is a teen
and possessed by the symbiote) and 2099 (a possible
"Blade Kunner"-esque future).
Across all four dimensions,
each Spider-man must battle
and defeat enemies that have
gotten their hands on the
tablet fragments and have
increased their powers.
On the plus side, the
graphics are incredible
and give players the
feel of being in a comic
book, particularly the
opening segments of
the levels that feature
the introduction of the
villains and the environments in which the levels take place.
The level designs
are varied to match

The only complaints are
that the game suffers from
occasionally frustrating cameras, and some of the goals on
the Web of Destiny (a feature
that awards players points
to purchase alternate costumes, upgraded attacks and
increased duration for health,
etc. after completing certain
tasks on a level) are incredibly hard and frustrating to
do on the first time through a
level and sometimes require
a second or even third play
through to obtain.
The game is an incredible addition to the superhero pantheon of games that
lets players shoot webs and
climb walls like Spider-man.
The controls are easy to grasp,
and new time players can easily pick up and play the game
on any system thanks to the
tutorial provided by Madam
Web (that features some
witty commentary by all four
Spider-men), and falling to
your death isn't a problem as
you can simply web yourself
back up with one button.
If you can get past the
minor frustrations, you'll
find yourself enjoying a game
that is money well spent. In
this economy, that's always a
good thing.

er, support the athletes we're
so proud of, eat fantastic food
and enjoy some lawn games
like cornhole."
Tailgating not only inspires
a lively communal atmosphere but also ignites community action. Last year
WBGU-PBS successfully hosted its 17th cooking marathon
fundraiser with tailgating as
its theme. The local station
produced a companion cookbook "WBGU Cooks: Totally
Tailgating!" composed of recipes from viewers, staff and
The Falcon Club members.
These are the tried and true
recipes of tailgating," said Cari
Tuttle. WBGU-TV. "They're
great for any game day."
Tofu Bit..

1 lb I IT

1 bunch kale, stems and
ribs removed
1/4 c .'
sail and:

From Page 8

charm that helped make Cuomo and
Weezer so successful over the years

Sex?"

The albums most musical moments come
from "Unspoken" and "Tune Flies." The

In the song, which sounds like it could be

former features a soft guitar and flute back-

written by a prepubescent boy. Cuomo

drop that builds with a violin backdrop until
it explodes at the end with heavy drums

offender being the atrocious "Where's My

replaces the word "socks" wtih "sex." but the
song's lack of subtlety definitely destroys

and guitar

any chance ol humor For example. 'Morn

"Time Flies." the albums closer, is definitely

made my sex. she butted it with he* hands /
Sex making is a family tradrtioa"

the most experimental sounding song on

Fortunately, unlike "Radttude" there are no
D> Luke. U Wayne. 01 Jermame Dupree

betore

sightings on the record, and the band chose

The song manages to be one of the record's

to work with more appropriate artists.

best despite its thoughtless lyricism and

Ryan Adams co-writes "Run Away which

repeating the cliche' "time flies when you re
having fun*

5 one of the albums best tracks. But Linda
Perry assists Cuomo in writing the album's
most forgettable track "Brave New World"

1 pinch of cayenne pepper
' I

Heat oven to 575. In a bowl toss kale in olive oil to coat, tearing
larger pieces Spread kale on two baking sheets covered with
parchment paper. Make sure no pieces of kale are overlapping.
Roast for 15 minutes, rotating sheets so all the pieces are browned
evenly. Season with salt and pepper. Transfer ro a platter
In a dip bowl whisk together mis© rahini, cayenne pepper lemon
juice and a few drops of water. Add more or less water to gel
desired consistency and flavor desired.

Dassart: Watermelon

Alumni & FrienHs:^^!

\ S

From the Bowen-Thompson Student Union

BGSU.

Homecoming

art

sounding song on
the album."

* October 1-3

Then • Now • Always

pretty medwcie There are way too many

the afcum It features a lo-fi folk sound, and
is unlike any Weeper song you've heard

' " mjso

1 7" ' thin
I wedge of fresh lemon
yuice

Slice a watermelon in quarters. Slice each quaiter. Sprinkle
pit to cut sweetness.

"The album's closer
is definitely the
most experimental

one of the albums best tracks. The song
G mfectttisly catchy and has that nerdy-

chili oil

Kal. Chip*
(with Miso-Tabim Dip adapted from the Happy Badger Cafe)

From Page 8

HURLEY

It
t-rwoil
a few dashes of sesame

Cut tofu into bite-sized pieces Heat vegetable oil in a non-stick
skillet over medium-high heat. When hot. add tofu and cook,
flipping every couple of minutes, until brown about 20 mmures.
Remove from heat and cool. Mix remaining ingredients in a bowl.
Add tofu. cover and toss until tofu is coated Release any steam.
Cover and refrigerate 1 hour or up to 3 days. Serve cold or ar
room temperature.

CLAZEL

"Smart Girls." even with sub-par lyrics, is still

'

2 T low sodium soy sauce
2 t wt tl wine vinegar

IMAGC FROMWWWTHtFANBOYSiOCOM

The basement in Moseley
Hall was originally used
for cow stalls.

Id ill along!

(adapted from "Fresh Choices"by David Joachim and Rochelle Davis)

/ f

light show, their laser show;
they're really a tribute to the
band," Alkilani said. "They're
honestly the visual aspect of
what they actually perform,
but it's actually their sound
as well, because they actually sound really, really, really
well."
It's homecoming weekend,
so the Cla-Zel's is hoping to
draw in a large, mixed crowd.
Critessaid.
WWW.DAIIKSIDEtBIBHIECOM
"I think the sky is the limit," homecoming is a great time.
saidCrites,
The band members come
SATURDAY
Bartender Carry Colarusso from a variety of different
9
THE CLAZEL
said she thinks the audience places, said Alkilani, but for
they will bring in will be a Tucker. Homecoming was
"Dark Sid* of the, Moon"
Cost: $5
range of people.
a great time to come back
Time: 9pm-12pm
"I think Pink IToyd has and perform.
a younger generation of
"They wanted to work
people that listen to them to bring their name back many of the different albums,
as well as the older crowd," to BG since that's where not just www. said Crites, and
Colarusso said.
their heritage comes from." afterward they will have a D).
Roger Waters' "The Wall" Alkilani said.
"Kicking around on a piece
tour, which this past Tuesday
Dark Side of the Moon will of ground in your homeappeared in Cleveland, has be doing a full production town. Waiting for someone
nothing to do with the Band of Pink I-'loyd, said Alkilani, or something to show you the
playing here, said Alkilani, but and the songs will range from way," Pink IToyd "Time."

"WBGU Cooks: Totally
Tailgating!" is available at the
Tucker Center for an affordable $10.
Whether it s a cooking marathon on WBGU-PBS, countless spots on Food Network
or even quick clips on the
Weather Channel, tailgating
is no stranger to television.
In fact, this summer tailgating was an elimination challenge on the Bravo series
Top Chef Masters. The chefs'
goal: To turn tailgating into
haute cuisine.
Tailgating cuisine can
also take the form of healthful vegan/vegetarian fare.
With the Top Chef episode
as my muse, I created a lowcalorie and vegan-friendly
tailgating spread for this
homecoming weekend.

forgettable moments in the 54 plus m.nute.
10-track album
Maybe the album was a little rushed to
recover from a poor 2009 release, or
perhaps they're just simply past ther pnme
Either way the Weezer that had great

Uhimatefy "Hurley" rs a substantial improve-

Stop by the Student Union to:

success in the 90s and earfy 2000s is long
gone and has been for a while now

ment from their last album but is sti

• Purchase new BGSU Apparel

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:

• Enjoy Great Food

BOWERSOX TO GET HITCHED The pride of Toledo and
runner-up of last years "American Idol" is engaged to be married
to fellow musician Brian Walker and plans to walk down the aisle in
October The singer, who is currency recording her debut album,
reportedly broke up with her long-time boyfriend just hours before
she performed one last time on the show's finale, but met Walker
soon after. She told Ryan Seacrest all about her future husband on his
radio show, saying "he's a small-town boy."

• Meet up With Old Friends

COMEDIAN OVERDOSED Comedian Greg Giraldo died five
days after being hopitalized for a prescription drug overdose last
weekend. The jokester made famous for his celebrity roast appearances, and most recently for his roast on David Hasselhoff. reportedly
died in the hospital, but a source assured it was not a suicide attempt.

ll|M8ll »I*

ANGEL HANGS UP HER WINGS Supermodel Heidi Klum will
be stepping down from her role as an "angel for Victorias Secret
The company confirmed on Thursday the star will not be taking part
in the annual November fashion show on which she has modeled
for 15 years. No reason was given, but Klum is expected to turn her
attention to other projects including the fashion design show "Project
Runway."

»

• Have BIG Fun
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"No mailer where you go, we will
keep in touch, and you
will always be welcome
when you come home again."
-PMIJ. Olscamp, 1994
T&rmer BGSU President
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TEAM UNITY: The Falcons salute their fans after a game last season

Bergeron era underway as
Falcons host scrimmage
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

The wait is over.
After monlhs of anticipation, the Chris Bergeron
era begins Sunday afternoon as the BG hockey
team opens its season with
an exhibition game against
Wilfred-Laurier.
With the team not allowed
per NCAA rule to begin official team practices until Oct.
2, the game will be an important measuring stick for the
coaches as they find out what
the players will bring to the
table this year.
"We're still evaluating, trying to figure out who can
play with who,'' coach Chris
Bergeron said. "I think there's
been a couple of examples of
guys who've found chemistry
already, but other than that,
it's pretty wide open."
Sunday's game also will
be the unofficial close to the
era of uncertainty of the pro-

gram's future, as on Saturday,
the BGSU Ice Arena will have
a grand re-opening to show
off the completed renovations
to fans.
As far as the game goes,
it has no bearing on BG's
record for the season, but is
rather a chance for the players — the freshmen in particular — to get their feet wet
in terms of competition.
"Ithinkit'simportantinthe
sense that it's our first time
in organized competition,"
sophomore forward Jordan
Samuels-Thomas said. "I
think it's pretty important
just to get out there and see
where we are, and tune up
for the start of the season
against Michigan."
The Falcons have played
the Golden Hawks each of
the last two seasons, winning
both games by a combined
score of 12-4 — including a
7-3 decision last season.
Wade Finegan and David
Solway are the only returning

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to S300/day
No op. necessary, training provided, call B00-985-6520 x174
Eam S1000-$3200/mo.
to drive our cars with ada.
Initial tee required.
www.AdCarDrlver.com

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The B'' New will not knowingly
•ccepi adveitiwmeni* Out discriminate, or encourage discrimination
again*) any iiulividu.il or group on
Ihr bans of HC* Mfc mint, need.
religion, ntlkMUl Origin. Mniri Ofttt*
latlon. disability. Nltui at ■ vetrtan
or on the bjM* of am other legally
prntriii-dMJtlU.

FT babysitter needed weekday aternoons , e«p w/ small children
req Call Beth at 419-409-0567.

Prestigious Country Club seeking
hardworking, enthusiastic Indviduals for seasonal, & possible PT
positions Including bartenders.
banquet servers, and bussers .
Food & beverage knowledge &
exp. helpful but not necessary.
Apply In Person:
October 4th & 5th
12pm-2pmONLY
3949 River Road, Toledo

Tlie BC News IMUVH the righl to
decline, diwuniiniie Of rarlta Mil
adveriiwiiitnt Midi -i» tlmw found
to be defamatory' lacking In factual
!>,MV ntriMdingW f.iK.- in nature Ml
adverliiemenis arc *ub)ect i<> <-dutng
and approval.

Services Offered

ACUPUNCTUBEforALL
conditions Including
stress, smoking, PMS ..
Dr. Lor* Wolpn, Board Cemlied

Topless exotic dancers wanted,
must be 18, Call after 8pm,
no exp Call 419-332-2279.

Call 419-353-6394
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* Reduced Rate in
September 2010 »
* Apartments Available •
» Semester Leases •
■ Minutes from BGSU *
*- Pet friendly community»
* Heat included *

CALl FOR SPECIALS!
Located lit.
300 Napoleon Road ^™Y
in Bowling Green |HJ

419*352-6335

h

goal scorers from that game
for BG, and Nick Eno and
Andrew Hammond combined to make 22 saves on
25 shots.
Bergeron said he plans to
start the season using a two
goalie system and will use that
until Eno or Hammond either
play their way out of a starter's
role, or play so well they are the
clear-cut number one.
"The two upperclassmen
(EnoandHammondl are both
going to get an opportunity to
play (Sunday), probably just
split down the middle. We
haven't made a decision as a
staff yet," Bergeron said.
"In my experience, the
two goalie system can work,
and has worked, and I think
Nick and Andrew's relationship is good enough for that
to happen."
The puck will drop Sunday
at 4 p.m. at the BGSU Ice
Arena, the only scheduled
Sunday game of the year for
the Falcons.
Help Wanted

The Wood County Juvenile
Detention Center li accepting
applications for the position of
part-time DETENTION OFFICER.
Responsibilities Include supervising detained residents to ensure
the safety, security, hearth and
welfare of all detained residents
and staff. This position is also responsible for maintaining full compliance with local, state and federal regulatory requirements and
ensuring that all work duties are
performed In accordance with the
Detention Center's established
policies and procedures. Candidates must possess a high school
diploma. College coursework In
Criminal Justice or a related field
or other related |ob experience is
preferred. Minimum age ol
applicants must be 21 or older.
Starting rate of pay Is $10.27/hr
($10.77/hour on 3rd shift).
Send resumes to:
Richard Schmidbauer, Director of
Detention, 1032 S. Dunbddge Rd,
Bowling Green, Ohk> 43402,
(419)352-3554, or email us at:
rschmidbauer<9 co.wood.oh.ua.
WOOD COUNTY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

A full weekend of Falcon Athletics
brought to you by BGRSO
Saturday: Falcon Football vs. Buffalo
(on WFAL Falcon Radio)
Pre-game begins at 2:30, Kickoff at 3:30
Prior to the pre-game show join BGRSO for
Falcons Live: Gameday Show,
live from the tailgate tents!

Sunday: Falcon Hockey vs. Wilfrid Laurier
(on 88.1 FM WBGU)
Pre-game begins at 3:30, opening faceoff at 4:00
Be sure to tune in to your flagship home for
Falcon Hockey all season long!
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I Yankees' div.
7 Deal
II Jenny or jack
14 Alter, asboundanes
15 Slain shepherd
'Fer sher"
17'Dense fabnes
19Pnorto. to Prior
20 'Ready to Wow?
22 Fettuccme follower
25 Aborigines of Hokkaido
26 Compress, in a way
27 "It'll keep your hat on
32 Cat tail motion
35 Specialty
36 Three pairs of them end the
answers to starred clues
40 Lots
41 Area 51 location
44 'Carquest stock
49 15-Across's dad
50 Bingo call
51 Kettle pair

RACE
From Page 4

Men and women are not
equally suitable for all tasks,
but they both deserve equal
respect and equal dignity.
Winning a marathon isn't
the only way to assert your
talent, and if your vision of
an egalitarian future is the
homogenous uniformity
of Vonnegut's Harrison

'■'

1 Not easy, to a Cockney?
2 MGM mascot
3 59-Across ending
4 Botanical gardens
5 Soother
6 Rough wool cloth
7 Six-pack units
8 Notice with a bio, often
9 Czech hockey player
Nedved
10 Threat ender
11 Music to a
captain's ears
38
12 Star sometimes seen
opposite Venus?
39
13 Stepped on it
42
18 McDonald's founder
21 Gathered dust
43
22 Six-pack units
44
23 Postgraduate study
45
24 Emma Peel's hairstyle
28 "I wish I _ seen that" 46
29 Factory outlet tag
abbr.
30 Vegas gas
31 Identical
33 Show enjoyment at
a show
34 _ high note
37 Where the Lofoten
Isl. are

54 "Top Chef" spin-off involving
competitive baking
59 www address
60 'More than just grumble
64 Messenger letters?
65 Ain't right?
66 Have suspicions about
67 One hairpin turn after another
68 Cnbbage markers
69 Quixote's squire _ Panza

Northwestern
University city
Teen safety org.
Skip over water,
as stones
Doc bloc
Officially retract
One-way street
no-nos
Magnetic measures
Hudson Bay prov.
Hook's hght hand
Saudis, usually
On the Aegean
Water waster
Slack off
Participate in karaoke
Grounded jets: Abbr.
Ltd. relative
Nonspecific extreme
"Koochie-_!"
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Bergeron, then prepare
yourself for disappointment
because that kind of dystopia isn't going to happen
naturally.
The underlying assumption of the "He's a jerk!" position is that men are faster than
women. However, it doesn't
make them any more worthy of dignity, and in today's
knowledge-based economy it
doesn't really matter either.
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While the politics of gender
equality are still being negotiated, the Oct. 2 inaugural half
marathon Run Like a Diva is
still scheduled to take place.
The winners' medals will be
awarded by bare-chested
male firefighters, and two
men are already scheduled
to compete.
Respond to Michele at
thenews@bgnews.com

Check us out online at:
www.bgviews.com
Help Wanted
Direct Care Opening*! Wood
Lane Residential Services. Ino. 1
looking tor poiitivt, patient people
to provide car* to individuals with
developmental disaDllitisi Will
provide personal car* 1 help w/
dally living skills. Flex schedules,
FT, PT, & sub positions avail,
$8 -S13.18/hr baaed on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma or QED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-empldym*nt background
screening Obtain application
from WLR8. 545 Pearl St, BG.
Monday-Friday, 8:00am-4:00pm.
or download an application at:
E.O.E.

Help Wanted

For Rent

Seeking main tutor for my
daughter tor 7th grid* level math,
Call Randy at 8e7-24B-8811.

1 or 4BR avail, 300 E. Marry St,
rooms low aa HBSAno,
•a* CartyRantala.com
All next to campus.
41B-383-0388, S-0

Llfeguarde • Ntsded for the
Nkjhole Tharapy Pool, PT 80 hr
BW position avail, salary
S10 25mr Musi hold Lilegusrd
Cart, from American Red Cross
YMCA or Ellis a Assoc Application packet may b* obtained from
Wood County Board ol DD
1921 E. Gypsy Lane Rd., BG
Ent. B, Mon -Frl. 8am-4:30pm.
Application deadline 10/8/09 «
12:00p.m. E.O.E.

Large 1BR, near campus,
ISOO/mo, utilities Included.
Call 419-388-8888
Medium sized 3BR house. W/D.
A/C. avail NOW! 8700/mo + utlls
Call 419-801-3225.

updated, 1 BRa. great location'
Laundry on-slte. S395/mo.
Call 419-354-8036
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ACROSS

TEAM UNITY

ergeron era underway as
-alcons host scrimmage
gram's future, as on Saturday,

By Ry.inS.Hkowi.ik
■

theBGSU lie Arena will have

■

I In'wait is over.
\fter months of anticipation, the Chris Bergeron
era begins Sunday afternoon as the BG hockey
team opens its season with
an exhibition game against
Wilfred Laurier,
With the team not allowed
per NCAA rule in begin official team prai dees until Oct.
2, ilu- game will be an important measuring stick for the
coat ties as they findoul what
the players will bring to the
table this year.
Were sun evaluating, trying to figure nut who can
play with who, coach Chris
Bergeron said. I think there's
been B couple of examples of
Km s who've found chemistry
already, but other than that,
it spreltv wide open."
Sunday's game also will
be the unofficial close to the
era of uncertainly "I the pro-

a grand re-opening to show
off the completed renovations
in fans
\s far as the name goes,
it has no bearing on BG's
record foi the season, but is goalie system and will use thai
rather a chance for the play- until 1 nn or I lammnnd either
ers — the freshmen In par- play thi'ir way Mil of a starter's
ticulai to get their feet wet role,01 play so well they arethe
in terms of competition.
dear-cut number one.
"I think it's important in the
The two upperclassmen
sense that it s mir first time iLnoand Hammond) are both
in organized competition.' going to get an opportunity to
sophomore forward Ionian play (Sunday), probably just
Samuels-Thomas said. "I split down the middle. We
think it's pretty important haven't made a decision as a
just to get out there and see staff yet.'' Bergeron said.
where we are, and tune up
In my experience, the
for the start of the season two goalie system can work.
against Michigan."
and has worked, and I think
I'hc Falcons have played Nick and Andrew's relationthe Golden Hawks each of ship is good enough for that
the last tun seasons, winning to happen."
both games by a combined
The puck will drop Sunday
score of 12-4 — including a at I p.m. at the BGSU Ice
7-3 decision last season.
Arena, the only scheduled
Wade I inegan and David Sunday game of the year for
Si ilway are the only returning the Falcons.
Help Wanted

BG

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day
No exp necessary training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

NEWS
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Services Offered

ACUPUNCTURE for ALL
conditions including
stress, smoking. PMS
Dr. Lora Wolph. Board Certified
Call 419-353-6394

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

• Reduced Rate in
September 2010 1
■ -Apartments Available ■
* Semester Leases •
■ Minutes from BGSU ■
• Pet friendly community ■
* Heat included •

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located .,1

^>j^

300 Napoleon Road <f««Y
In Bowling Green I —I

4«9-332-6335
>,

goal Miners from thai game
for BG, and Nick lino and
Andrew Hammond combined to make 22 saves on
25 shots,
Bergeron said he plans to
start the season using a two

Prestigious Country Club seeking
hardworking, enthusiastic indviduals (or seasonal, 4 possible PT
positions including bartenders,
banquet servers, and bussers .
Food & beverage knowledge &
exp. helptul but not necessary
Apply in Person:
October 4th S 5th
12pm-2pmONLY
3949 River Road, Toledo

Topless exotic dancers wanted,
must be 18. Call after 8pm,
no exp Call 419-332-2279

Help Wanted

The Wood County Juvenile
Detention Center It accepting
application! lor the position ol
part-time DETENTION OFFICER
Responsibilities Include supervising detained residents to ensure
the salary, security health and
wellare ol all detained residents
and star! This position is also responsible lor maintaining full compliance with local, state and federal regulatory requirements and
ensuring that all work duties are
performed in accordance with the
Detention Center's established
policies and procedures. Candidates must possess a high school
diploma College coursework in
Criminal Justice or a related field
or other related job experience is
preferred. Minimum age of
applicants must be 21 or older
Starting rate of pay is $10 27/hr
($10 77/houron3rdshift).
Send resumes to:
Richard Schmidbauer, Director of
Detention, 1032 S. Dunbridge Rd,
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402,
(419)352-3554, or email us at
rschmidbauer@co wood oh us
WOOD COUNTY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

■

Yankees' div.
Deal
Jenny or jack
Alter, as boundaries
Sum shepherd
"Fer sher"
'Dense fabrics
Prior to, to Prior
"Ready to blow?
Fettuccine follower
Aborigines of Hokkaido
Compress, in a way
'It'll keep your hat on
Cat tail motion
Specialty
Three pairs ol them end the
answers to starred clues
Lots
Area 51 location
'Carquest stock
15-Across's dad
Bingo call
Kettle pa.r

RACE
From Page 4
Men and women are nol
equally suitable for all tasks,
but Ihey both deserve equal
respect and equal dignity.
Winning a marathon isn't
the only way lo asserl your
talent, and if your vision of
an egalitarian future is the
homogenous uniformity
of Vonnegut's Harrison
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Not easy, lo a Cockney?
MGM mascot
59-Across ending
Botanical gardens
Soother
Rough wool cloth
Six-pack units
Notice with a bio, otten
Czech hockey player
Nedved
10 Threat ender
11 Muse to a
captain's ears
38 Northwestern
12 Star sometimes seen
University city
opposite Venus?
39 Teen safety org.
13 Stepped on it
42 Skip over water,
as stones
18 McDonald's founder
21 Gathered dust
43 Doc bloc
22 Six-pack units
44 Officially retract
23 Postgraduate study
45 One-way street
no-nos
24 Emma Peel's hairstyle
28 "I wish I
seen that" 46 Magnetic measures
Hudson Bay prov.
29 Factory outlet tag
Hook's nght hand
abbr
Saudis, usually
30 Vegas gas
On
the Aegean
31 Identical
Water waster
33 Show enjoyment at
Slack off
a show
Participale in karaoke
34
high note
Grounded |ets: Abbr.
37 Where the Lofoten
Ltd. relative
Isl. are
Nonspecific extreme
"Koochie-,.!"

"Top Chef spin-off involving
competitive baking
www address
"More than iust grumble
Messenger letters?
Ain't right?
Have suspicions about
One hairpm turn after another
68 Cnbbage markers
69 Quixote's squire _ Panza
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Bergeron, then prepare
yourself for disappointment
because that kind of dystopia isn't going to happen
naturally.
The underlying assumption of the "He's a jerk!" position isthat men are fasterthan
women. However, it doesn't
make them any more worthy of dignity, and in today's
knowledge-based economy it
doesn't really matter either.
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While the politics of gender
equality arc still being negotiated, the Oct. 2 inaugural half
marathon Hun Like a Diva is
still scheduled to take place.
The winners' medals will be
awarded by bare-chested
male firefighters, and two
men are already scheduled
to compete.
Respond lo Michele at
theneiisG'bgiiews.com

Check us out online at:
www.bgviews.com
Help Wanted
Direct Care Openlngel Wood
Lane Residential Services Inc ll
looking (or positive, patient people
to provide care to individuals with
developmental disabilities Will
provide personal cere » help w7
daily living skills Flex schedules.
FT, PT, & sub positions even
$9 -S13 18/hr based on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
S pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application
from WLP.S. 545 Pearl St, BG
Monday-Friday, 8:00am-4:00pm
or download an application al.
vywiv.woodlanerealdentlaLorjj
EO.E.

Help Wanted

For Rent

Seeku-g math tutor lor my
daughter for 7th grade level math.
Call Randy ail 9S7-24B-S211.

1 or 4BR avail. 300 E. Merry St.
rooms low aa S18S/mo.
aee CartyRentele com
All next to osmpue,

415-353-0325. 8-8
Lifeguarde - Needed for the
Nichols Therapy Pool. PT 20 hr
BW position avail, salary
S10 25A" Must hold Lifeguard
Cert, from American Red Cross,
YMCA or Ellis & Aseoc Application packet may be obtained from
Wood County Board of OD
1921 E. Gypsy Lane Rd.BG
Ent. B, Mon.-Fri. 8am-4:30pm
Application deadline 10/B/D9 8
12:00p.m. EOE

Large 1BR, near campus.
SSOO'mo. utilities included
Call 418-352-5882
Medium sited 3BR houae. W'D.

A/C. avail NOWI $700rmo + utlle
Call 419-601-3225.
Updated.lBR's, great location I
Laundry on-slte $395/mo.

Call 419-354-6036

A full weekend of Falcon Athletics
brought to you by BGRSO
Saturday: Falcon Football vs. Buffalo
(on WFAL Falcon Radio)
Pre-game begins at 2:30, Kickoff at 3:30
Prior to the pre-game show |oin BGRSO for
Falcons Live: Gameday Show,
live from the tailgate lentsl

Sunday: Falcon Hockey vs. Wilfrid Laurier
(on 88.1 FMWBGU)
Pre-game begins at 3:30, opening faceoff at 4:00
Be sure to tune in lo your flagship home for
Falcon Hockey all season long1

SIGNUP A FRtENDANDSnrAFREEiMOMTH

BGSU Falcons VS Buffalo
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WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM

CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges
Center

PHUL Ml CHL-LL

FOCUS SALON

rtt-dnttr i m

(ZflcbGY Cinco De Mayo ^g&
TUBBYS
TAVERN

Pita Pit

SOUTH
SIDE

You can also go to BGSUCampus Cash.com
and get Local Menus, Discounts, Bar Promotions,
Events, Job Opportunities and More.

SIGN UP NOW!
Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phone
Show your phone and save.

Get exclusive promos all year

BGSU Falcons VS Buffalo
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TEAM ROSTERS
51 Anthony Lawson DE

W

1 Willie Gelcr RB

2 Ray Hulson WR
3 Kevin Alvarado DL
3 Chris Scheldt WR
4 Jordan Hopgood RB
5 Dwayne Woods LB
6 Calvin Wiley WR
7 Matt Schlli OB
8 Tyrone Pronty WR
9 Adrian Hodges WR
10 Calvin Marshall R
11 Jovan Leacock OB
11
12
13
14
15

Kellen Pagel QB
Eugene Cooper WR
DeMark Jenkins TE
Aaron PankratzQB
Lane Robllotto DB

16KyleBurkhardtK
16 Trent Hurley QB
17 Caleb WatkinsQB
18BartTansklWR
19 Kamar Jordan WR
20 John Pettigrew RB
21 Adrien Spencer DB
22 Erique Geiger RB
23
24
25
26

Robert Lorenzi OB
Jerry Booboo" Gates DB
Jonathan Davis DB
Aunre' Davis DB

27 Jason Rice R
28 Steven Dunlap WR
28 Tyler Williamson DB
30 Mark Mays RB
30 Cameron Truss DB

52 Dominic Flewellyn OL
54 Eric Jordan LB
55 Angelo Magnone DE
56 Tyler Donahue OL
57 Neal Dahlman LB/LS
58 Jairus Campbell DE
59 Darion Delaney DL
59
60
61
62

Micky Wagner DL
Casey McHughOL
Ben BoJIcic OL
Preston Burrell OL

63 Cody Silk OL
64 Johnathan Fry OL
65 Jeremey Ernst OL
66 Ben Castrigano DL
67 Nick Hager OL
68 Scott Lewis OL
70 Isaiah Byler OL
71 Chip Robinson OL
72NickTorressoOL
75 Kyle Bryant OL
77 Blaec Walker OL
80 Justus Jones WR
81
82
82
83

Bryan Wright K/P
Alex Bayer TE
Alex Nossaman WR
Shaun Joplin WR

84 Marcus Beaurem WR
85 Heath Jackson WR
87 Nick McKmcjhtWR
87 Matt Oczypok K
B8 Nick Tuminello TE
89 Tyler Beck TE
90 Dylan Farrington DE
91 Chris Jones DT
92 Jordon Roussos DE
93 Ted Ouellet DE
94 Kendall Montgomery TE
95 Sheldon Hall FB
96 Ronnie Goble DE
97 Darius Smith DE

30 Ryland Ward DB
31 Austin Collier DB
32 Keith Morgan DB
32
33
33
34
35

37 Jamel Martin RB
38 Gabe Martin LB
38 Deejay White LB
39 Aaron Foster DB
39 Devon McKoy DB
40 DJ. Lynch LB
41 Tim Moore R
42
43
43
44

Eugene "Champ" Fells LB
Jacob Squlrek WR
Bryan Thomas DE
Nick riM'k.'TE

45 Jake Thompson FB

19 Daniel Gold DB

19 AlexNeutiWR
20 Ray Anthony Long LB
21 Jeffvon Gill RB
22 Sherrod Lott DB
23
24
25
25

Delano Fabor DB
Dalonte Wallace LB
Domonlc Cook DB
John Dunmore WR

1 James Potts RB
2 Marcus Rivers WR
3 Josh Copeland LB
4 Jerry Davis QB
5 Terrell Jackson WR
6 Saron Hood WR
7 Davonte Shannon DB
8 Isaac Baugh DB
8 Rudy Johnson QB
9 Alan Hayes DB
9 Tyler Warden QB
10 Ed Young WR
11 Cory Jorgensen QB

46 Charlie Walker LB
47 Clay Rolf TE
48 Justin Ford DB

11
12
13
13

Aaron Walters WR
Alex Dennlson QB
Peter Fardon P
Brandon MurieWR

48 Jerry Phillips K
49 Stephen Stein K
50 Darius Gilbert DE

15 Josh Thomas DB
15AlexZordlchQB
16 Jacob SchumP/K

89MikeMarrTE
90 Kristjan Sokoli DL
91 Dalton Barksdale DL
92 Kendall Roberson DL
94 Derrick Brown DL
95 Desmond Howard DL
96 Colby Way LB
97 Jack Molloy P/K
98 John McConnell K
99 Gordon DuBois

26 Aaron HuberWR
26 John Syty LB
27 Brandon Thermilus RB
28 Dwellle Striggles DB
29 Adam Redden WR
30 Okoye Houston DB
31 Carlos Lammons DB
32 Branden Oliver RB
33 Scott Pettigrew LB
34 Justin Winters LB
35 Mark Richardson LB
36 Ike Nduka RB
36 Lee Skinner LB
37 John Sanders DB
38 Witney Sherry DB
39 Najja Johnson DB
39 A J. Principe K
40 Steven Means DL
41 Romel Dismuke DB
42 Fred Branch LB
43 Josh Fuller RB
44 Jaleel Verser DL
45 Terry Peden DL
46 Khalll Mack LB
47 Imani Chatman LB
48 Willie Moseley OL
49 Keith Takeh OB
50 Andre Davis DL
51 Raphael Akobundu LB
53 Jerry Housey DL
54 Richie Smith DL
55 Graham Whlnery OL
56 Jasen Carlson OL
57 Kenny Scott OL
58 Tim Krantz LS
59 Shaquille Dudley LB
63 Ryan O'Sulllvan LS/DE
64 Solomon Richberg OL
66JeffVelnotteOL

Jerrel Parks DB
Christopher Jean-Pierre WR
Paul Swan LB
Zach Akenberger RB
Ryan Crow LB

36 Lewis Parks TE
37 Jude Adjei Barimah DB

17 Joe Petit DB
18 Fred Lee WR

67 Jake Silas OL
69 Olujimi Awoliyi OL
70 Pat Wilson OL
72 Jordan Radlce OL
73 Peter Bittner OL
74 And Montanez DL
75 Josh Violanti OL
76 Anthony Bartholomew OL
77 Jordan Jerrold OL
78 Matt Ostrowski OL
79Gokhan OrkanOL
80 Aaron Connacher TE
81 Jimmy Gordon TE
82 Dante Burton TE
83 Cortney Lester WR
84 Derek Brim WR
85 Cordero Dixon WR
65 John Rachuna P
86 Kyle Bcry TE
87 Devon Hughes WR
88JakeReederTE

BG 2010 season schedule
Sept. 4
at Troy
7 p.m. • Veterans Memorial Stadium
L, 30-27
Sept. 18
Marshall
7 p.m. • Doyt L. Perry Stadium
W, 44-28
Sept. 11
at Tulsa
7 p.m. • Il.A. Chapman Stadium
L, 33-20
Sept. 25
at Michigan
Noon • Michigan Stadium
L, 65-21
Oct. 2
Buffalo
3:30 p.m. • Doyt I. Perry Stadium
Oct. 9
at Ohio
2:30 p.m. • Peden Stadium
Oct. 16
at Temple
1 p.m. • Lincoln Financial Field
Oct. 30
at Central Michigan
3:30 p.m. • Kelly/Shorts Stadium
Oct. 23
Kent State
3:30 p.m. • Doyt L. Perry Stadium
Nov. 17.
TBA • Glass Bowl

at Toledo

Nov. 10
Miami
8 p.m. • Doyt L. Perry Stadium
ESPN2
Nov. 27.
.Western Michigan
TBA • Doyt L. Perry Stadium
ESPNU

L
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Your Adidas Headquarters

store
Here for you. Here for BGSU.

Stop by the tent for the
2010 Warrior tee
and Adidas sideline hats!

Falcon
FANatic
Store
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Mid-American Conference showdown: By the numbers

Wjt Tale of the Tape
1

I

2010 Stats

28.0.

. Points.

.17.0

327.0

Jotal Offense.

.360.5

70.5 _

.Rushing/Game.

.132.5

30.3.

Rushing Att/Game.

_39.0

23 _

Yards/Carry

4.5

256.5_

.Passing/Game.

J28.0

36.8

_ Passing Att/Game _

.41.8

39.0.

.Points Allowed/Game

.25.8

5295.

_Total Defense/Game -

.346.8

263.0

Rushing Allowed/Game

J39.8

2665

_Passing Allowed/Game.

_ 207.0

Turnover Margin

-3

♦2_

•■•

2010 Leaders
Matt Schilz (2213) -

—Passing Yards/Game —

-Jerry Davis (220.5)

Willie Geter<69.0)-

-Rushing Yards/Game—

-Branden Oliver (432)

KamarJorden (103.2)

-Receiving Yards/Game -

- Marcus Rivers (91.2)

Dwayne Woods (44)

ladle

. Davonte Shannon (31)

BGSU Falcons VS Buffalo
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Key players to watch out for
BG Falcons
WR Kamar Jorden
Through the first four games of
the season. Kamar Jorden has
emerged as an elite wide receiver for the Falcons.
In week one against Troy, Jorden
hauled in nine catches for 11
yards. At Tulsa in week two. he
added 14 catches for 168 yards.
While the junior transfer was
limited against Michigan last
week with six catches, Jorden
has racked up 40 receptions for
413 yards

Buffalo Bulls
QB Jerry Davis
Buffalo quarterback Jerry
Davis comes into Doyt Perry
Stadium leading the MidAmerican Conference with
eight passing touchdowns
and is averaging 220.5 yards
per game through the air.
His best game of the season
came against Rhode Island in
week one. when he completed
60 percent of his passes for 302
yards and four touchdowns.

At this point last season, Freddie
Barnes had six more catches but
53 less yards.

LB Dwayne Woods
Just a sophomore, Dwayne
Woods has given the Falcons
insurance at the linebacker
position through the first four
games of the season.
Woods currently ranks first in
the Mid-American Conference
with 44 tackles.
Two weeks ago in BG's home
opener against Marshall, Woods
returned an interception 78
yards for a touchdown.
BG photos by Andrea Fehl
The BG News

WR Marcus Rivers
Davis' top offensive target is
wide receiver Marcus Rivers,
who is third in the MidAmerican Conference with 29
catches and is fifth in yards/
game with 91.2.
In the Bulls first game of the
season against Rhode Island,
Rivers hauled in 10 catches for
155 yards and a touchdown.
Rivers has caught at least six
passes in each of Buffalo's
first four games this season.
Buffalo photos provided by
Pan! Hokanaon I OB Athletics

BGSU Falcons VS Buffalo
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Walmart

Save money. Live better.

S^Hotdogs
Q^Hamburgers
H'Pepsi
iv^Mountain Dew
53^ Ketchup
Ivf Mustard
5/Chips
IM Paper Plates

WALMART
SUPERCENTER

Ffiday.0ctober1.2010 7

i
i

SM

Napkins
0* Blankets
Q^ Jacket
Q' Umbrella
Ef Football
Q^Tent
IM Camera
Ivj Cookies
IM

131 West Gypsy Lane • 352-3776

"*
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Become a Fj^^sBX
aine se

Get a\\ your 6

BGSU Outerwear
Foam Fingers '
. Falcon Caps
»T-shirts
.Replica Football Jerseys^
. Sweatshirts
• Bandanas
• Blankets
• pom Poms
. Face Decals
. Orange Wgs
• Falcon Flags
. and much more
. Seat Cushions

■E mas vs. BOTFM-
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